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Main points:

• The financial sector was not working properly before the 

crisis…

• … and changes are far from over – we are heading for a 

”New Normal” where financing cost are significantly 

higher

• This massively increases the cost of de-carbonization • This massively increases the cost of de-carbonization 

under current technologies



How finance worked circa 1982-2007 – a long period, but not ”normal”!

► Ever increasing leverage and credit availability

► Implicit guarantees (”The FED put”)

► ”The survival of the reckless” – prudent 

behavior was competed away

► Risks increasingly mispriced► Risks increasingly mispriced



Policy cannot stay accommodative for ever! – we are in a transitory period

”Exit policies” will have to come soon in all of these areas:”Exit policies” will have to come soon in all of these areas:”Exit policies” will have to come soon in all of these areas:”Exit policies” will have to come soon in all of these areas:

► Financial sector guarantees: will have to go, or moral hazard will be a problem

► Fiscal policy: really hard choices to avoid exploding debt, no demographic dividend this time, and the market is forcing it earlier 

than most people expected

► Monetary policy:

► Huge potential for future inflation (explosion in monetary base, but banks are not lending)► Huge potential for future inflation (explosion in monetary base, but banks are not lending)

► No clear paradigm (inflation targeting or financial stability?)

► Devaluation is NOT possible for everyone at the same time

► Currently interest rates are still depressed by central bank policies



Project Finance Anno (i.e. before 2008)

• High and increasing ratio of debt financing - Distinction between equity and 
debt was lost – 95% financing is almost like equity!

• Readily available funds, under-pricing of default and liquidity risks 
(European banks imitating the Big Boys)

• Shadow financial system: no need for accounts to “close”, projects 
that were on nobody’s bookthat were on nobody’s book

• Well behaved governments: in a generally benign environment 
supported by debt financing, the incentives are skewed against 
capricious government behavior: no pressing need for revenues, 
and the future access to capital markets and investor confidence is 
important (and there is international competition for investors, no 
“captured investors”)



(Project) Finance Now: a mirror image of the past in many important 
aspects

• Shadow financial system weakened 
(someone has to put projects on their 
books)

• Lower ratio of debt finance

• Governments are more incentivized 
to renege on previous promises 

Discount rates 

going up 

No decision about what finance is going to look like, but: either a 
fundamental restructuring towards genuinly free markets 
(unlikely), or even more state regulation/involvement

to renege on previous promises 
(future access to investors is seen as 
less valuable, recession means a 
pressing need for revenues NOW)

• Even less international capital flow 
(both for economic and political 
reasons)

• Even more state involvement in the 
financial system

• Governments are facing politically 
painful financial constraints

going up 

massively, 

increasing de-

carbonization 

costs (think of around 

5-6% previously vs. 10%+ 

now)



Some predictions

• Financial intermediation will work poorly, there will be a simultaneous “dearth” and 
“surplus” of capital (Sovereign Wealth Funds versus risky projects in Europe)

• More financing off the “traditional” financial system: retained earnings, government 
guarantees/directed finance – at first sight you may think it might benefit green 
investment, probably doesn’t

• Financing costs will be significantly higher for risky projects  

• Importance of political risk/corruption will be higher (again favoring bigger companies • Importance of political risk/corruption will be higher (again favoring bigger companies 
who have lobbying power)

• Technology will develop in the direction of less head-strong, smaller, more scalable 
projects (finance and technology are both factors of production, relative price change 
leads to substitution) – the title of our section may me a bit misleading as it 
treats technology fixed

• Governments will be less able to spend on subsidies in Europe ideally CO2 price/tax
should play a bigger role



True cost of financing revealed…

The higher cost of financing means 
that with current technologies, the 
apparent cost of de-carbonization has 
just increased massively

• Fundamental question: do higher capital cost make de-

carbonization just too expensive to be accepted 

politically (for the time being)? 


